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The turning point in contemporary Lithuanian glass art: the specifics of 

middle and young generation artists’ creation 
 

Dr.art. Raimonda Simanaitiene (LT)  

 

In the nineties of the 20th century, the Vilnius Art Academy Kaunas Art Faculty began the training 

of the first glass artists. The initial glass artists, who had finished their studies in aforesaid 

specialty, remained loyal to glass art their whole lives. Firstly, they started working in the factories, 

continued specializing, became the educators in the universities and even until today they have not 

abandoned glass creation. Therefore, one can certainly call them the well-established middle 

generation of glass artists. They would include such artists as Remigijus Kriukas, Valmantas 

Gutauskas, Arunas Daugela, Sigita Grabliauskaite, Arturas Rimkevicius and Vygantas Paulauskas.  

The younger generation of Lithuanian glass artists is the one, that was educated by the before 

mentioned artists. The main authors in this group are 30 years old Julija Pociute, Valda Verikaite, 

Audrone Andruleviciene, a few younger artists (e.g., Paulius Rainys) and also some of the little 

bit older ones (Irina Peleckiene). These artists gradually negate the former tendencies, exploit far 

more various glass creation techniques, forms, and bring new ideas to the field. Therefore, today 

one can spectate a distinct change in Lithuanian glass art, which was initiated by the young 

generation. Moreover, if just a few words could be used to acknowledge the differences of these 

two generations, the phrases could include – esthetics, matter, search for form, game, 

conceptuality, artistic intrigue. 

 

Keywords: Lithuanian glass art, development, glass artists, middle generation, young artists, 

creation 

 

 

Dr.art. Raimonda Simanaitienė is an art critic and lecturer of art history at Kaunas Art Faculty 

of Vilnius Academy of Arts as well as member of the Department of Art Criticism at the Faculty 

of Arts at Vytautas Magnus University. Furthermore, she is engaged in scientific research in the 

fields of contemporary applied art, design and cultural heritage. Dr. Raimonda Simanaitienė has 

been involved in art criticism since 1985: she has announced many articles on issues of 

contemporary fine and applied arts, prepared several catalogues, leaflets of exhibitions and 

introductory articles for them, participated in TV and radio broadcasts. In addition, she has been 

the curator of exhibitions in Lithuania and abroad as well as on the internet. The most important 

of them are the international exhibitions of glass art Vitrum Balticum I – IV (2000, 2002, 2005, 

2008, 2014). She also was the curator of Lithuanian artistic glass collection in the Nordic Glass – 

Glass Without Boundaries exhibition in 2000–2002 (Denmark and other); the curator of the 

international exhibition of visual arts of 4 higher schools of art in Radom (Poland); the 

commissioner in the International project European Ceramic/Glass Context in Bornholm, 

Denmark (2008, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016) and other local and international exhibitions. 
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Glass manufacturing in Latvia – historical background 

 
Ilze Dudina (LV) 

 

21st century design and politico-economic interaction has rapidly entered the information space, 

and thus the minds of the people and everyday life. This is a peculiar semiotic boundary to assess 

the time that has passed. In the traditional industrial expression one can talk about glass designs in 

the past tense, and it is important to remember and to document it. Only now, looking back to the 

time lag and trends in Europe, Russian Empire and the USSR industrial glass design development, 

one can appreciate its value, which was created in Latvia, which unfortunately has gone into 

oblivion. 

In 1645 there were 10 glass kilns (Glashüte) in Duchy of Courland, employing craftsmen from 

Saxony and Bohemia, who in turn worked at that time in Europe the prevailing Venetian glass 

school influences characterized by exquisite blowing technique and artistic taste. During this time, 

Courland next to each other there were two cultural currents - Western European and Latvian/ Liv 

culture. During this time, the community was thought that only it is an art that gives the fruits of 

their labours. Art has been seen as craft peak. 

Thanks to the business activities of the Russian Empire in the second half of the XIX century 

Latvian territory developed glass scale generation - Livani glass and cork factory, Beks and 

Kerkovius glass factory in Riga, Stukmani glass factory, Daugavpils glass factory, which was 

preparing bottles, dishes, decorative objects and sheet glass. 

In the interwar period the glass industry was concentrated in Riga. There were 8 glass factories: 

“Ausma”, Birzulis glass factory, “Emolip”, Iļģuciems glass factory, “Neo-Phoenix”, Ozolins and 

Rozitis glass factories, as well as the “Stikla eksports”. 

Technological progress and economic factors have gone into such old traditional sectors as glass 

blowing, in which from time immemorial father has passed his handicraft secrets to son. Working 

in glass design cannot do without rationale – one must know and listen to himself not only from 

the artistic and creative side, but also from quite restrictive - logical. Glass makes its own rules. 

Complex technological and economic processes are the ones with which to reckon. 

 

Keywords: glass, design, manufacturing, technology 

 

 

Ilze Dūdina is a assistant professor at the Art Academy of Latvia who has participated in numerous 

exhibitions locally and abroad as well as developed her professional skills in Art Academy of Lviv 

(Ukraine), Duncan McClellan gallery St. Petersburg (Florida, USA), Ajeto Glass Company (Czech 

Republic), Mark Angus (UK) masterclass in Art Academy of Estonia, visiting artist in Rochester 

Institute of Technology (NY, USA), and University of Art and Design (Helsinki, Finland). 
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The development of visual plastic expression in glass art. Experience in Latvia, 

the European countries and the USA. The 2nd half of 20th century – the 

beginning of the 21st century 

 
Dr.art. Inguna Audere (LV) 

 
The development processes of Latvian glass art are part of the development of Latvian professional 

art in general. Only the professionals of the glass industry could ensure its quality and continuity 

in the future generations. In the 2nd half of the 20th century, professional glass practitioners 

established the department of artistic processing of glass at Riga School of Arts and Crafts. Up to 

that time, high quality glass artworks appeared only occasionally. However, even the early 

achievements of glass artists reflected their creative potential and growth. 

The ideas of visual plastic expression were originally developed in the fifties and sixties of the 

20th century at the Riga Secondary School of Applied Arts. 

In the seventies and eighties of the 20th century, contemporary glass aesthetics and visual plastic 

expression in the creative work of glass artists were achieved by involving 59 progressive artists 

(ceramist Pēteris Martinsons, textile artist Georgs Barkāns, graphic artist Jānis Borgs) and later 

professional glass artists (Mārīte Vaišļa, A. Roziņš, etc.) in helping students with their graduation 

works.  

The creative and institutional collaboration of European and American glass artists was a very 

stimulating factor. Starting with the nineties of the 20th century, visual plastic expression took a 

prominent place in art. It quickly spread in global art and can be considered a phenomenon which 

appeared as a result of fusing different art forms. 

The artworks of Latvian glass artists are internationally recognised due to their important content 

and plastic forms. Latvian glass artworks can be distinguished by the use of the medium (sheet 

glass), the combination of processing techniques and technologically simple solutions. The 

obvious contrast among various creative and technical ways of expression, the wide spectre of 

their application and the community of artists themselves definitely stimulated the new generation 

to look for new and yet unclaimed creative solutions in order to fulfil their ideas. 

 

Keywords: glass, art, history, education, context, process 

 

 

Dr.art. Inguna Audere is an artist, working mainly in the field of glass art. She has led the Glass 

art department of the Art Academy of Latvia until 2012. Her education in the field of art has 

developed both locally in Latvia and abroad (the Netherland and USA). Her art works have been 

exhibited in various exhibitions locally and abroad for more than 25 years.   
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Academic cooperation of Glass study programs in Baltic States 
 

Paulius Rainys (LT) 

 

There are probably as many different approaches in the Baltic States as there are study programs 

for glass. However, the discussions and meetings between industry professionals led to conclusion 

that across the different art schools and education institutions, those diverse circumstances and 

challenges tend to be quite homogenous and have almost equal aim and point of view towards the 

result. 

Undoubtedly glass art is an international movement which combines all of those specific and 

particular market participants (craft, technology, art, education, business, leisure, etc.). The need 

comes of objective international education of artistic glass study program. This need is a form of 

international cooperation - a Joint study programs.   

The main feature of Joint Degree program is that it is being developed and delivered by a few 

higher education institutions from different countries which on the whole coordinate the content 

of the program, requirements for the exams, studying methods and quality assurance system. 

Teachers’ and students’ mobility is one of the necessary elements for such program. After 

completion the Joint study program, it becomes much more than a compound diploma of few 

education institutions, especially for art schools. 

A small study program in a region where artistic glass has not so strong roots or tradition linked 

to country history as well as in Italy, Czech Republic or Scandinavian countries and also it is hard 

to develop itself to be a successful and competitive among global education, institutional standards 

and labour market.  

No matter what the region history or program’s vision is, they all have a role to play within the 

broad and complex field of glass. And there is a consideration how it could be shaped into unique 

structure and where is the key to unlock new potential.  

 

Keywords: glass study program, art education, glass art, international education, international 

movement, international cooperation, Joint Degree program, competitive studies, Baltic States  

 

 

Paulius Rainys is a new-generation glass artist from Lithuania as well as lecturer and coordinator 

at the Department of Glass of the Vilnius Academy of Arts. Since 2010 his glass art works have 

been exhibited in numerous exhibitions in Lithuania and abroad, for instance, "Expectation 

processes" exhibition in Vilnius Academy of Arts Telšiai gallery (2016), 10' th international blown 

glass symposium in Lviv exhibition, National Lviv Art Museum, Ukraine (2016), "European Glass 

Context 2016" Biennial, Bornholm, Denmark (2016), "Contemporal Encounters" Exhibition, 

Mykolas Žilinskas Art Gallery, Kaunas, Lithuania (2014), La Biennale des Métiers d’Art, Saint‐

Amand‐Montrond, France (2012). Furthermore, two solo exhibitions were held in Poland (2013) 

and Lithuania (2014).  As of 2010 he has developed his professionalism in a number of 

conferences, seminars, symposiums and workshops both local in Lithuania and abroad. 
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The development of art education in the Department of glass art of the Art 

Academy  of  Latvia from 1994–2017 
 

Vineta Groza (LV) 

 

The art education represents the ethical and esthetical needs of the society and reflects the politics 

and ideology of age, so making the art education an important field nowadays.  

The history of Art Academy of Latvia leads back to 1919, when its first Rector Vilhelms Purvītis 

founded a higher educational establishment for art studies in Latvia. The main task of the Art 

Academy of Latvia is to provide art education and to facilitate creative work in Latvia and 

internationally, by employing modernized traditions of academic education. 

The first art-works of glass design appeared in Art Academy of Latvia in 1960s, however the 

Department of glass art was founded in 1994 by the initiative of Arnolds Vilbergs. The Department 

of glass art has developed and stabled its position with the Art Academy of Latvia continuously.  

Today, the department introduces students to the techniques and compositions of glass art, starting 

from stained glass up to mosaic and 3D glass objects. The department provides students with an 

understanding of materials used in glass art, as well as promotes their creative and research skills.  

The Department of glass art has strong cooperation with glass art representatives from 

neighbouring countries, e.g., Lithuania, Estonia and other as well as is the department active 

participant in ERASMUS+ program, which shows stable number of inbound/outbound students 

participating in the said program. 

 

Keywords: glass art education, Art Academy of Latvia, applied art, glass artist, pedagogical 

activity 

 

 

Vineta Garoza is a glass artist, a professor and the head of the Glass Art Department of the Art 

Academy of Latvia. Since 2009 her works have been exhibited in several collective and solo 

exhibitions, for instance, as “European Glass Context 2016” in Bornholm (2016), “Breakfast in 

Europe” in Strasbourg, France (2015), “Vitrum Balticum. Optical Outlook” in Kaunas, Lithuania 

(2014) and many other local and international art fairs. Besides, Vineta has taken participation in 

numerous local and international symposiums as well as has she published several articles in the 

field of art. 
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Cooperation between the Baltic Glass artists – experience of the museum “The 

House Mentzendorff’” 

 
Dr.art. Ilona Audere (LV) 

 
“The House Mentzendorff” – the branch of the Museum of the History of Riga and Navigation, 

opened 25 years ago, shows the creative cooperation between the Baltic glass artists in three 

important expressions: 

 museum collection; 

 glass exhibitions; 

 scientific research, conferences and in written works. 

 

Since 1992, various local and international glass art exhibitions, symposiums, conferences and 

other projects have been taking place. These events contributed to the formation of a very 

interesting and unique modern glass art collection in Mentzendorff’s House. The collection is 

formed of gifts by artists from different countries all around the world, among them – artworks by 

Baltic glass artists. Beside Latvian artists, as Arnolds Vilbergs - local glass art coryphaeus, founder 

of glass design field at the Art Academy of Latvia and his former students and others, is the 

creativity of the Lithuanian artists Remigius Kriukas and Vygantas Paulauskas, and Estonian artist 

Mare Saare represented. 

During the active years the museum has had annual exhibitions of professional artists and students, 

showing traditional and innovative in Baltic glass art, as well different and mutual in context of 

European and world art.  

The questions of history, development and perspective about Baltic glass art are regularly 

discussed in conferences, scientific research, and written works. 

Most popular topics are: beginning of glass art and design, artwork in glass factories, creative 

success by individual artists, analyse of cooperation projects and exhibitions and others.  

 

Keywords: cooperation, House Mentzendorff’, museum collection, exhibitions, scientific research 

 
 

Dr.art. Ilona Audere is a director of museum “Mentzendorff’s House” (Riga, Latvia) and lecturer 

at Latvian Academy of Culture. She has notable experience in organisation of various exhibitions 

and conferences in Latvia and abroad and has she composed more than 100 scientific and popular 

science articles as well as the book “Mentzendorff’s House in Riga”. 
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Glass art technology, glass art and production in Lithuania in the case of 

Glass Art Studio GLASREMIS. International Glass Art Symposium 

“GlassJazz” 
 

Indrė Stulgaitė Kriukienė (LT) 

 

It is generally understood that glass art is a very specific area. Basically, all the fields of any art 

have their own technical characteristics, but glass has numerous distinctive ones. But of course, 

there are always moments of surprise like anywhere else and sometimes generate unexpected 

results. 

If today the glass is acceptable and understandable as a reasonable mean of artistic expression, it 

can be stated that it only has happened due to immense commitment and total dedication of Studio 

Glass Movement. It has become a factor, which changed the perception of glass and the role it 

plays in the modern world. Many artists have tried to follow the example of the pioneers of glass 

art.  

Glass is a material seemed already to be well established in the history of art. Today, the terms 

such as glass art and glass artists do not raise any serious doubts. But does everyone who uses 

glass in their art is a glass artist? What is the difference between a glass artist and an artist who 

just occasionally uses glass? What is the difference between a glass artist and a craftsman? When 

does the individuality of glass creation of an artist get revealed? What is the place of glass in the 

modern world of art? What is difference between glass art and craft?  

Do you see the difference? 

 
Harvey Littleton (the “Father“ of the Studio glass 

movement) at the Toledo Workshop, June 1962  

Photo: http://www.cmog.org/article/american-

studio-glass-movement 

 
International team of glass masters during process at 

the International glass art symposium “Glass Jazz” at 

the Art Glass Studio “Glasremis”; Panevezys, August 

2014 

Photo: Indre Stulgaite Kriukiene 

 

Keywords: glass art, glass art studio Glasremis, glass art symposium GlassJazz 

 

 

Indrė Stulgaitė Kriukienė is a glass artist and designer from Lithuania as well as the honorary 

member of the Russian Academy of Arts. Since 2002 she has been taking active part in exhibitions, 

symposiums, festivals, competitions in Belarus, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, 

Finland, France, Germany, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, and many other 

countries. Her glass works can be found in collections of Lithuanian Art Museum (Vilnius, 

Lithuania), Evald Okas museum (Haapsalu, Estonia), National Museum in Lviv (Ukraine), Finnish 

glass museum (Riihimaki, Finland), All-Russia Museum of Decorative, Applied and Folk Art 

(Moscow, Russia), and other museums in Russia. 
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Glass that creates unique space and revelations 
 

Inese Baranovska (LV) 
 
Glass is a fragile, plastic and enigmatic material that can be used to produce traditional everyday 

objects, as well as innovative design objects and impressive art installations.  

The recent exhibition by the Latvian artist and designer Artis Nīmanis (b 1978) at the Latvian 

National Museum of Art / Museum of Decorative Arts and Design FRAGILE (26.04.–19.06.2016) 

offers a synthesis of original objects, visual effects, lights and sounds, opening the door to a ritual 

trip through the magical world of glass, helping to learn more about the diverse and changing 

nature of glass. The concept of the layout is based on the four basic elements of the world – water, 

fire, earth and air. Glass is made through the interaction of all of these elements. The visual nature 

of the exhibition is strengthened by emotionally effective and sensuous acoustic effects – the 

natural sounds. 

In recent years Artis Nīmanis has increasingly turned to innovative technologies for the processing 

of glass.  These come from the space industry and are also used for projects at the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in the United States. The artist studied the nuances 

and specifics of these technologies and engaged in lengthy experiments before coming up with an 

original technique for his art.  The process involves a vacuum in which glass is covered with a 

very thin layer of stainless steel, thus creating a mirror effect on the surface of the glass. To ensure 

greater magic in his work, the artist particularly focuses on lighting.  Broken rays of glass ensure 

that the surface of the glass creates additional optic and illusory combinations. The result of the 

exhibition FRAGILE is more than just an exhibition of glass art and design objects, but a space 

for meditation, offering visitors an experience of unique feelings and revelations. 

 

Keywords: glass, design, Artis Nīmanis, exhibition FRAGILE, Museum of Decorative Art and 

Design 

 

 

Inese Baranovska is an art historian and exhibition curator of contemporary art. Since late 1990ies 

she has been a curator of contemporary art exhibitions in Latvia and abroad. She has published 

books and articles on art, lectured in Europe, Russia and the USA. She has received Annual Prizes 

for the best curatorial work (2001 and 2004) and awarded “Chevalier de l’Ordre des Arts et des 

Lettres” from the Ministry of Culture and Communication of France in 2008. From October 2011 

she is the head of the Department of the Decorative Arts and Design Museum of Latvian National 

Museum of Art and from 2009 the lecturer at the Latvian Art Academy  “Art in Public Space, the 

end of the 20th century until today”.  
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Melting my limits. I do it my way 
 

Marta Ģibiete (LV) 
 

Whether, why and how to continue to engage in the glass art? This is an issue on which the author 

would like to suggest to think of every Latvian glass artist but especially the new generation of 

artists. Working with glass art projects, the author asks herself this question every time while 

finding herself in the hopeful process of search and creation, as well as in the difficult stage of 

“why is it all necessary?”  

Observing the glass art processes in Latvia since 1997 the author concludes that the majority of 

the graduates of the Glass Art Department of the Art Academy of Latvia do not continue to link 

their lives with glass art, to create art pieces, to participate in projects, exhibitions, symposiums. 

Many artists continue to work with glass, by creating design products or working in educational 

institutions but they do not create works for art exhibitions or do it very rarely. Why? 

The presentation combines the story about the author’s glass artist's creative work with the story / 

issue / challenge on how it is important to an artist, especially the new one, to dare to create works 

and show them to the world. Why do it?  About the mission. About author’s experience on creation 

of works, reasons for this activity and the upcoming success thereof. 

How to afford creation of works, even if there is no rational justification for doing so? Why to 

work 16 hours a day, and without days off, in order to “save” time for non-commercial projects? 

How to believe the project, if you know that it will take away your time from your children, the 

money of your family? How to dare going your own way? 

 

Keywords: glass art, glass artist, creative work, individual experience, challenge 

 

 

Marta Ģībiete is a glass artist from Latvia, who has been awarded grants for creative works many 

times by the State Culture Capital Foundation (SCCF), and travelling fellowships by the Nordic 

Council of Ministers, "Baltic Sleipnir", in 2002, 2007, 2008. She has received the Ebeltoft Prize 

in the “International Competition Young Glass '97” and other awards as well as has she been 

nominated for the Art Academy of Latvia Award, in 2011. Marta Ģībiete has participated in several 

solo exhibitions and more than 100 group exhibitions, including the “International Exhibition of 

Glass Kanazawa” in 1998 and 2007 (Japan); “European Glass Context” (Denmark) in 2008, 2016; 

“Lux Aeterna” and other exhibitions. Her works can be found in the collections in Latvia and 

abroad. 
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Project based learning 

 
Mare Saare (EST) 

 

Definition of project based learning: „A student–centred pedagogy that involves a dynamic 

classroom approach in which it is believed that students acquire a deeper knowledge through active 

exploration of real-world challenges and problems“. Source: wikipedia.org 

The experience of Glass Department of the Estonian Academy of Arts shows that motivation to 

participate in a project that will have wider audience, including experience of art world events, is 

significantly higher. 

The concept of Project Based Learning has its “pros” and “cons”. It includes necessity to define 

specified tasks with certain context and deadlines, having limitations provided by the rules of 

different projects. In all these cases teamwork and collaboration are required. 

In design projects the experience of cooperation with clients and consideration of their 

expectations on the product teaches flexibility of mind. Furthermore, different problem-solving 

tasks depending on the character of the project are included. 

The Project Based Learning approach also refers to several difficulties in the process, par example, 

due to the strict deadlines there is no „extra time“ for students who are less productive and/or take 

more time to integrate their ideas. Moreover, it is clear that all work must be finished in time, in 

high quality and applicable to the project no matter what obstacles might occur. 

In design projects there is a third counterpart – the client, whose needs must be taken into account 

as much as possible. 

The Project Based Learning concept requires collaboration of both students and teachers, where 

the teacher’s role includes more managerial functions, however the student’s role include active 

participation in project, provision of new ideas, teamwork etc.  

Project Based Learning offers variability, experience and motivation; brings students in touch with 

real art/design world; cultivates responsibility, teamwork ability, time management; widens one’s 

horizon in many different ways. 

 

Keywords: project, learning, teaching, process 

 

 

Mare Saare is a professor from Estonia, leading the Department of Glass at Estonian Academy 

of Arts as well as designer working in fusing techniques, acid-etching, hot glass and other 

techniques. Furthermore, she has curated several glass art exhibitions in Estonia and abroad. Mare 

is member of several glass artists’ associations (e.g., Contemporary Glass Society, Glass Art 

Society) as well as has she participated in numerous symposiums and exhibitions around the world. 

Her professional achievements have been appraised by several awards both locally in Estonia and 

abroad, “International Exhibition of Glass KANAZAWA 2010” (Japan) Silver Prize, and Nominee 

for Estonian State Cultural Prize among them. 

 


